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Abstract 
Background: Previously, we have shown that bacterial cold water disease (BCWD) resistance in rainbow trout can 
be improved using traditional family-based selection, but progress has been limited to exploiting only between-
family genetic variation. Genomic selection (GS) is a new alternative that enables exploitation of within-family genetic 
variation.
Methods: We compared three GS models [single-step genomic best linear unbiased prediction (ssGBLUP), weighted 
ssGBLUP (wssGBLUP), and BayesB] to predict genomic-enabled breeding values (GEBV) for BCWD resistance in a com-
mercial rainbow trout population, and compared the accuracy of GEBV to traditional estimates of breeding values 
(EBV) from a pedigree-based BLUP (P-BLUP) model. We also assessed the impact of sampling design on the accuracy 
of GEBV predictions. For these comparisons, we used BCWD survival phenotypes recorded on 7893 fish from 102 
families, of which 1473 fish from 50 families had genotypes [57 K single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array]. Naïve 
siblings of the training fish (n = 930 testing fish) were genotyped to predict their GEBV and mated to produce 138 
progeny testing families. In the following generation, 9968 progeny were phenotyped to empirically assess the accu-
racy of GEBV predictions made on their non-phenotyped parents.
Results: The accuracy of GEBV from all tested GS models were substantially higher than the P-BLUP model EBV. The 
highest increase in accuracy relative to the P-BLUP model was achieved with BayesB (97.2 to 108.8%), followed by wss-
GBLUP at iteration 2 (94.4 to 97.1%) and 3 (88.9 to 91.2%) and ssGBLUP (83.3 to 85.3%). Reducing the training sample 
size to n = ~1000 had no negative impact on the accuracy (0.67 to 0.72), but with n = ~500 the accuracy dropped to 
0.53 to 0.61 if the training and testing fish were full-sibs, and even substantially lower, to 0.22 to 0.25, when they were 
not full-sibs.
Conclusions: Using progeny performance data, we showed that the accuracy of genomic predictions is substantially 
higher than estimates obtained from the traditional pedigree-based BLUP model for BCWD resistance. Overall, we 
found that using a much smaller training sample size compared to similar studies in livestock, GS can substantially 
improve the selection accuracy and genetic gains for this trait in a commercial rainbow trout breeding population.
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Background
Bacterial cold water disease (BCWD) causes significant 
mortality and economic losses in salmonid aquaculture 
[1, 2]. The etiological agent of BCWD is a gram-nega-
tive bacterium, Flavobacterium psychrophilum (Fp) and 
current methods for control of BCWD are limited. At 
the National Center for Cool and Cold Water Aquacul-
ture (NCCCWA), we have pursued a selective breeding 
program to increase genetic resistance of rainbow trout 
to BCWD and have shown that BCWD resistance is a 
moderately heritable trait that responds to selection [3]. 
Furthermore, we have revealed a complex genetic archi-
tecture of BCWD resistance [4] and identified several 
major quantitative trait loci (QTL) for this trait in the 
NCCCWA odd- and even-year rainbow trout selective-
breeding populations [5–8]. Although those QTL can 
be evaluated for marker-assisted selection (MAS) in this 
population, following fine-mapping to identify tightly 
linked markers to the BCWD resistance QTL, the com-
plex genetic architecture of BCWD resistance and the 
high genetic variability that we detected in past studies 
[3, 5, 6, 8] suggest that a genomic selection (GS) approach 
will likely be more effective than MAS for improving 
BCWD resistance in rainbow trout.
Genomic selection is a methodology [9] that is revo-
lutionizing animal and plant breeding. This methodol-
ogy uses dense marker genotypes that cover the genome, 
combined with phenotypic data to predict breeding val-
ues of all genotyped individuals. In GS, a reference pop-
ulation is genotyped and recorded for the trait to train 
the GS model and estimate the effects of each single 
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP). Selection candidates 
are also genotyped, and by combining their genotypes 
with the estimated SNP effects, genomic-enabled breed-
ing value (GEBV) are estimated for the selection can-
didates. The GS approach does not necessarily require 
pedigree recording and the selection candidates do not 
need phenotypes. Thus, the GS methodology is particu-
larly relevant for traits that cannot be measured directly 
on selection candidates, including carcass traits, sex-
limited traits, and disease resistance, and has been dem-
onstrated to be very effective in commercial dairy cattle 
[10–13]. For aquaculture species, the main advantage of 
GS is that it enables exploitation of within-family genetic 
variation for traits that cannot be measured directly on 
selection candidates. In addition to increasing accuracy 
of selection, GS is expected to reduce rates of inbreeding 
because the increased accuracy of Mendelian sampling 
terms in GS allows for identification and selection of elite 
breeding candidates from more families, with lower co-
selection of sibs [14, 15].
The genomic best linear unbiased prediction BLUP 
(GBLUP) method assumes that the trait has a polygenic 
architecture and considers the contribution of all geno-
typed markers in construction of the genomic rela-
tionship matrix (G). In contrast, Bayesian variable 
selection models assume that the genetic variance of a 
trait is explained by a reduced number of markers [16–
19]. Based on this assumption, GBLUP is not expected 
to perform as well as Bayesian variable selection mod-
els when the trait is controlled by several QTL with 
moderate-to-large effects. The GBLUP method has been 
recently extended to the single-step GBLUP method, 
which allows the incorporation of both pedigree- and 
genomic-derived relationships into a single relationship 
matrix [20, 21], and to the weighted single-step GBLUP 
method, which emulates the Bayesian variable selec-
tion models by fitting in the model only those SNPs that 
explain a fraction of the trait genetic variance [22].
The genetic architecture of the trait and the population 
structure may have a significant impact on the accuracy 
of genomic predictions. Therefore, when evaluating a 
trait for the first time in a population, it is important to 
compare the accuracy of GEBV predictions from several 
GS models to those obtained with pedigree-based BLUP.
In a recent post hoc study [23] that was conducted on 
a research population maintained at the NCCCWA, we 
did not find improved accuracy using GS models com-
pared with the pedigree-based BLUP model for predict-
ing genetic merit of BCWD resistance in an experimental 
rainbow trout breeding population. However, the train-
ing sample size and the number of fish and families used 
for testing in that study were insufficient and the rep-
resentation of families in the testing sample was imbal-
anced. Thus, the current study was conducted to assess 
the feasibility of GS for improving BCWD resistance in 
the rainbow trout aquaculture industry and compare its 
accuracy with traditional family-based selective breed-
ing using a larger sample size and a more balanced mat-
ing design from a larger number of full-sib families. 
Another major difference with the pilot study [23] is that 
it was conducted using historic archived samples, while 
in the current study the mating design for progeny test-
ing was based on the GEBV of the potential breeders, 
which provided a much more accurate assessment of the 
potential impact of GS on commercial breeding in rain-
bow trout aquaculture, as well as the feasibility of its real-
time implementation into current commercial breeding 
schemes. Thus, the objectives of this study were to (1) 
predict GEBV for BCWD resistance in a commercial 
breeding population that has been selected primarily on 
growth; (2) compare the accuracy of pedigree-based EBV 
with that of GEBV from three GS models using actual 
progeny performance data; and (3) assess the impact of 
the study design on the accuracy of genomic predictions 
using different sampling schemes.
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Methods
Fish rearing and disease challenge
All fish work was conducted in accordance with national 
and international guidelines. The protocol for this study 
was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 
Committee (IACUC; Protocol # 053) of the US Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service, the 
National Center for Cool and Cold Water Aquaculture. 
All efforts were made to ensure fish welfare and to mini-
mize suffering.
Details of the fish rearing conditions and the 21-day 
survival trial following intraperitoneal injection with 
F. psychrophilum (Fp), the causative agent of BCWD, 
have been reported elsewhere [3, 24]. Mortalities were 
removed and recorded daily and fin clipped. Fish that 
survived to day 21 post-infection were euthanized 
in 200  mg  L−1 of tricaine methanesulfonate, MS 222 
(Sigma) for at least 10 min prior to sampling of fin clips. 
Fin clips from all mortalities and survivors were individu-
ally kept in 95% ethanol until DNA was extracted using 
established protocols [25].
Training and testing data
The training sample included 102 pedigreed full-sib (FS) 
families from year-class (YC) 2013 of the Troutlodge, 
Inc., all-female, May-spawning population (Fig.  1). The 
102 YC 2013 families represented a nucleus breeding 
population undergoing selection for growth, and thus 
had not previously been selected for BCWD resistance. 
The fish from YC 2013 families were evaluated in the 
laboratory BCWD challenge in two tanks per family, with 
an initial stocking of 40 fish per tank (total phenotyped 
fish n  =  7893). The original study design was to sam-
ple n =  1500 fish with phenotypes and genotypes from 
50 FS families. Of the 50 FS families, 25 were full-sibs of 
the testing sample and 25 were least related to the test-
ing sample families based on pedigree records. We sam-
pled ~40 fish from the 25 FS families that were closely 
related to the testing sample and ~20 fish per family from 
the other less related 25 families. In practice, we sampled 
n = 1473 fish with phenotypes and genotypes from those 
50 families (n = 17 to 40 per family). Thus from the 7893 
BCWD evaluated fish, 1473 fish had genotype data.
The testing sample included 930 potential breeders or 
selection candidates (sires and dams) that were disease 
naïve fish sampled from 25 families (n = 31 to 44 testing 
fish per family). The testing fish had family-based EBV 
for survival days (DAYS) and survival status (STATUS) 
that were estimated with a pedigree-based BLUP model 
(described below) using BCWD survival records meas-
ured on their siblings and any collateral relatives among 
the 102 FS families (n = 7893). Each of these testing fish 
also had predicted GEBV from GS models (also described 
below).
To assess the accuracy of the GEBV, we generated 138 
next-generation YC 2015 FS progeny testing families 
(PTF) from crosses that involved 193 of the YC 2013 
testing fish (Fig. 1). These 138 YC 2015 PTF were pheno-
typed in 2015 for BCWD survival (n = 9968) to calculate 
the mean progeny phenotype (MPP) for each PTF.
Fig. 1 Scheme of genomic selection for BCWD resistance in rainbow trout used in this study
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BCWD resistance phenotypes
Survival DAYS, the number of days to death post-chal-
lenge, were recorded for a total of 21 days post-challenge, 
with survivors being assigned a value of 21 days post-
challenge. Each fish also had a binary survival STATUS 
record. The binary STATUS had two classes: 2 for fish 
that were alive on day 21 post-challenge and 1 for fish 
that died during the 21 days post challenge evaluation 
period. In the GS analysis, we used DAYS and STATUS 
records from training sample fish to estimate marker 
effects to then predict GEBV for DAYS and STATUS for 
each of the testing sample fish.
SNP genotyping platform
Genotyping was performed by a commercial genotyp-
ing service provider (Neogen, Inc., Lincoln, NE) using 
the Rainbow Trout Axiom® 57  K SNP array, as previ-
ously described in [26]. Our quality control (QC) bio-
informatics pipeline filtered out SNPs with significant 
distortion from the expected Mendelian segregation in 
each FS family (Bonferroni adjusted to P < 0.10) and also 
removed two training fish that did not have genotypes 
that matched the parents based on the pedigree records. 
After genotype data QC, a total of 41,868 SNPs were 
included in the genotyping dataset.
Before training the GS models, all genotyped SNPs 
were further filtered using QC algorithms that are imple-
mented in the computer program BLUPF90 [27]. The QC 
retained SNPs with a genotype calling rate higher than 
0.90, minor allele frequency higher than 0.05, and depar-
tures from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium less than 0.15 
(difference between expected and observed frequency of 
heterozygotes). Parent-progeny pairs were tested for dis-
crepant homozygous SNPs, those SNPS with a conflict 
rate of more than 1% were discarded. After this final QC 
step, 35,636 SNPs remained for the GS analysis.
Estimation of pedigree‑based EBV
For the testing fish, we estimated EBV for BCWD resist-
ance phenotypes using a pedigree-based BLUP (P-BLUP) 
model. Family-based EBV were estimated using BCWD 
survival records measured on siblings of the testing 
fish and any collateral relatives. The phenotypic dataset 
included records from n = 7893 fish from 102 FS families 
(39 paternal half-sib families, no maternal half-sib fami-
lies, and 24 families not nested within a half-sib family). 
The pedigree dataset included 32,279 fish from seven 
generations.
Based on past genetic analyses for estimating EBV for 
BCWD resistance in rainbow trout [3, 23], we decided to 
use an animal model that included a population mean, 
random animal genetic and random residual effects. 
The records of the BCWD survival phenotypes DAYS 
and STATUS were fit into P-BLUP linear and threshold 
models, respectively, using the computer application 
BLUPF90 [27]. Family was not included in the model 
because we have often found that genetic variance is 
downward-biased when the family effect is included in 
the animal model [23]. The challenge tank effect was also 
not included in the model because the fish were too small 
for individual tagging at the time of disease challenge and 
hence the fish were challenged and reared in individual 
family tanks, which confounded tank with family effects. 
Likewise, body weight was not included in the model 
because, for this high-throughput disease challenge study 
using non-tagged fish, pre-challenge body weight data 
are only available as an average body weight for each 
challenge tank (i.e., bulk weight of fish divided by number 
of fish) and are, therefore, confounded with family.
Estimates of the heritability for the binary trait STA-
TUS obtained with the pedigree-based BLUP (and GS 
models below) on the underlying scale of liability were 
transformed to the observed scale of survival STATUS 
using this expression:
where i is the mean deviation of affected individuals from 
their group mean, and p is the incidence of mortality 
[28].
Estimation of GEBV with Bayesian variable selection 
models
The SNP genotype data from the training fish (YC 2013 
families), with their corresponding BCWD phenotypic 
records, were used to train the prediction model and 
estimate marker effects using the Bayesian variable selec-
tion model BayesB implemented in the software GENSEL 
[29] as previously described in [23]; an animal model was 
used that included a population mean, random marker 
and random error effects. The mixture parameter pi was 
assumed to be known and defined to meet the condition 
k ≤ n; where n is the number of training fish. After test-
ing pi = 0.96, 0.97, and 0.98 by performing fivefold cross-
validation analyses (results not presented), we decided to 
use pi = 0.97 in the final GS analysis with BayesB because 
it yielded the best accuracy predictions.
The software GENSEL uses a Gibbs sampling approach 
in the BayesB analysis [30]. In this study, DAYS and STA-
TUS were analyzed using 210,000 Markov chain Monte 
Carlo (MCMC) iterations, of which the first 10,000 sam-
ples were discarded as burn-in. From the remaining 
200,000 samples, we saved one from every 40 samples, 
thus a total of 5000 samples were used in the analysis. 
We assessed the proper mixing and convergence of the 
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ensure that the MCMC samples were drawn from the full 
posterior distributions.
Estimation of GEBV with single‑step GBLUP models
The SNP genotype data from training fish and pedi-
gree information on all fish included in this GS study 
were used to estimate GEBV for the testing sample fish 
(n =  930 full-sibs of training fish that were not disease 
challenged) using two methods: (1) single-step genomic 
BLUP (ssGBLUP) [20, 32]; and (2) weighted ssGBLUP 
(wssGBLUP), as previously described [23]. In wssGB-
LUP, the weights for each SNP are 1s for the first itera-
tion, which means that all SNPs have the same weight 
(i.e., standard ssGBLUP). For the next iterations (2nd, 
3rd, etc.), the weights are individual SNP variances that 
are calculated using both the SNP effects estimated in the 
previous iteration and their corresponding allele frequen-
cies [22]. In contrast to the BayesB model, the ssGLUP 
and wssGBLUP models included also fish from YC 2013 
families in the analysis, which had only BCWD resistance 
phenotype records (n = 6420) without marker genotype 
data: full-sibs of training fish (50 FS families) and 52 
additional FS families from the same breeding population 
as the training and testing fish (Fig.  1). The linear and 
threshold models to estimate GEBV for DAYS and STA-
TUS, respectively, included a population mean, random 
animal genetic effects, and random error effects and were 
fitted as previously described in [23] using the software 
BLUPF90 [27].
Before performing the GS analysis with ssGBLUP and 
wssGBLUP, we estimated genetic parameters to use as 
priors in the Bayesian analysis of the binary trait STA-
TUS as previously described in [23]. The MCMC Gibbs 
sampling scheme included a total of 210,000 iterations; 
the first 10,000 iterations were discarded as burn-in itera-
tions. Then, from the remaining 200,000 samples, one 
from every 40 samples was saved for analysis. This Gibbs 
sampling scheme collected 5000 independent samples 
for analysis. The proper mixing and convergence of these 
MCMC iterations were also assessed using the R package 
CODA [31].
Predictive ability and bias of EBV and GEBV
The predictive ability (PA) of EBV and GEBV, which are 
both estimates of additive genetic effects, was estimated 
under the assumption that the correlation of mid-par-
ent EBV or GEBV with the mean progeny performance 
(MPP) for each PTF is an estimate of the accuracy of 
the estimated breeding values [23, 33, 34]. We used the 
mid-parent EBV or GEBV instead of the individual EBV 
or GEBV of each parent, because the testing fish were 
mated to each other to generate the 138 PTF, rather than 
mating each testing fish to a large random sample of fish 
from a common genetic background, as is often done in 
GS studies with terrestrial agricultural animals and birds.
Bias of the EBV was estimated as the regression coef-
ficient of MPP on predicted mid-parent EBV (βMPP.EBV ) . 
Similarly, bias of the GEBV was estimated as the regres-
sion coefficient of MPP on predicted mid-parent GEBV 
(βMPP.GEBV ). A value of 1.0 for the regression of true 
breeding value, performance phenotype or MPP on pre-
dicted EBV or GEBV is theoretically expected for unbi-
ased estimates of BV; and a deviation from 1.0 can be 
interpreted as prediction bias [35]. Before estimating the 
regression coefficients, the predicted EBV and GEBV for 
STATUS, which were estimated on the underlying scale 
of liability, were transformed to the observed scale. Cat-
egorical data analysis performed with the software pro-
grams BLUPF90 and GENSEL uses a probit link function; 
therefore, the EBV and GEBV were transformed to the 
standard normal cumulative distribution function (CDF) 
to estimate the probability of survival [36, 37].
Impact of GS study design on accuracy of GEBV
To evaluate the impact of sample size and relatedness 
between the training and testing fish on the accuracy of 
GEBV predictions, we used five GS schemes that were 
developed using the genotype and phenotype records 
collected in this study, as outlined in Fig. 2 and Table 3. 
The following study design variables were evaluated: size 
of the training data (~500, ~1000 or ~1500 fish); number 
of training families (25 or 50 families); size of the training 
families (20 or 40 fish per family); and proportion of fish 
in the training data that were full-sibs (FS) of the testing 
fish (Table  3). For the latter variable, scheme  1  =  0.66 
means that 66% of the fish in the training data were FS 
of fish in the testing data; scheme  2 =  0.50 means that 
50% of the fish in the training data were FS of fish in 
the testing data; schemes  3–4 =  1.0 means that all fish 
in the training data were FS of fish in the testing data; 
and scheme  5 =  0.0 means that none of the fish in the 
training data were FS of fish in the testing data (i.e., fish 
in the training and testing data were sampled from dif-
ferent families from the same breeding population). 
In scheme  1, there were two distinct groups of train-
ing families: (1) a set of 25 families with ~40 progeny 
each (n =  979) that also contributed fish to the testing 
data; and (2) a set of 25 families with ~20 progeny each 
(n = 494) that did not contribute fish to the testing data 
(Fig.  2). In scheme  2, we used both groups again, but 
reduced the number of fish sampled per family in group 
(1) to ~20 (n = 497). In scheme 3, we only sampled group 
(1) (n =  979). In scheme  4, we only sampled group (1) 
again, but reduced the number of fish sampled per fam-
ily to ~20 (n = 497). In scheme 5, we only sampled group 
(2).
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We used only GEBV that were estimated with the 
Bayesian variable selection model BayesB for this evalua-
tion of the impact of the GS study design on the accuracy 
of predictions because it resulted in the highest accuracy 
of GEBV in scheme 1, which is the scheme with the larg-
est training sample size. The BayesB model was run using 
three mixture parameters (pi = 0.97, 0.98, and 0.987) , 
which were chosen accordingly based on the training 
data size of the tested GS scheme (Table 3).
Results
Mean progeny phenotype and mid‑parent EBV or GEBV
For BCWD resistance phenotypes DAYS and STATUS, 
the mean progeny phenotype (MPP) and the mid-parent 
EBV and GEBV estimated for each of the 138 progeny 
testing families (PTF) are in Additional file 1: Table S1.
Heritability of BCWD resistance
Estimates of the narrow-sense heritability for DAYS and 
STATUS were equal to 0.37 and 0.35, respectively, using 
the BLUP model without genomic data (Tables 1, 2). Sim-
ilarly, the proportion of phenotypic variance explained by 
the markers for DAYS and STATUS ranged from 0.23 to 
0.33 and 0.25 to 0.35, respectively, using the GS models.
Accuracy and bias of EBV
The prediction accuracy (PA) of EBV for DAYS 
(PAEBV = 0.34) was marginally lower than the PA of EBV 
Fig. 2 Genomic selection schemes used to compare the accuracy of GEBV for BCWD resistance using BayesB method
Table 1 Accuracy of genomic prediction for BCWD survival DAYS in rainbow trout
a The estimated breeding values (EBV) were estimated with a pedigree-based animal model (P-BLUP); and the genomic EBV (GEBV) were estimated with three 
genomic selection (GS) models: single-step GBLUP (ssGBLUP), weighted ssGBLUP (wssGBLUP) and Bayesian method BayesB. The wssGBLUP2 and wssGBLUP3 
corresponds to iteration 2 and 3, respectively
b For the GS models, h2 is the proportion of phenotypic variance explained by the markers. For the P-BLUP model, h2 is the trait narrow-sense heritability estimated 
from pedigree and phenotypic records
c The predictive ability of EBV (PAEBV ) or GEBV (PAGEBV ) was defined as the correlation of mid-parent EBV or GEBV with MPP from each PTF: 
PAEBV = CORR(MPP, Midparent EBV); PAGEBV = CORR(MPP, Midparent GEBV)
d The bias of EBV (BiasEBV ) or GEBV (BiasGEBV ) was defined as the regression coefficient of performance MPP on predicted mid-parent EBV or GEBV: 
BiasEBV = REGRES(MPP, Midparent EBV); BiasGEBV = REGRES(MPP, Midparent GEBV)
Modela Training sample Testing sample
Phenotyped fish Genotyped fish Effective SNPs h2b Genotyped fish Predictive abilityc Biasd
P-BLUP 7893 0 0 0.37 0 0.34 0.86
ssGBLUP 7893 1473 35,636 0.33 930 0.63 0.99
wssGBLUP2 7893 1473 35,623 0.33 930 0.67 0.71
wssGBLUP3 7893 1473 35,623 0.33 930 0.65 0.65
BayesB 1473 1473 35,636 0.23 930 0.71 1.16
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for STATUS (PAEBV = 0.36) (Tables  1, 2). The bias of 
EBV for DAYS (βMPP.EBV = 0.86) deviated less from 1.0 
than the bias of EBV for STATUS (βMPP.EBV = 0.67).
Accuracy and bias of GEBV
The PA of GEBV (PAGEBV ) for DAYS ranged from 0.63 to 
0.71 and the BayesB model had genomic predictions with 
the highest accuracy (Table 1; see Additional file 2: Figure 
S1). The bias of the GEBV for DAYS (βMPP.GEBV ) ranged 
from 0.65 to 1.16 and the predictions obtained with ssG-
BLUP were the least biased.
The PAGEBV  for STATUS ranged from 0.66 to 0.71 and 
BayesB resulted in genomic predictions with the highest 
accuracy (Table  2; see Additional file  3: Figure S2). The 
bias of GEBV for STATUS, βMPP.GEBV , ranged from 0.64 
to 1.01 and the predictions obtained with BayesB were 
the least biased.
Overall, across GS models, the accuracy of genomic 
predictions for STATUS were marginally higher than 
those for DAYS (Tables  1, 2). However, the predictions 
for DAYS were marginally less biased or closer to 1.0 
than those for STATUS.
Comparison of accuracies of EBV and GEBV
The relative increase in accuracy of GEBV from GS 
models over those estimated with the classical P-BLUP 
model is shown in Fig.  3. Overall, the GS models sub-
stantially outperformed the P-BLUP model. The high-
est increase in accuracy of prediction was achieved with 
BayesB (DAYS = 108.8%; STATUS = 97.2%) followed by 
wssGBLUP at iteration 2 (wssGBLUP2) (DAYS = 97.1%; 
STATUS  =  94.4%). The wssGBLUP2 outperformed the 
wssGBLUP at iteration 3 (wssGBLUP3) (DAYS = 91.2%; 
STATUS  =  88.9%). The lowest increase in accuracy of 
prediction was achieved with ssGBLUP (DAYS = 85.3%; 
STATUS = 83.3%).
Accuracy and bias of GEBV in the five GS schemes
The MPP and the mid-parent GEBV for DAYS and STA-
TUS for each of the 138 PTF in five GS schemes are in 
Additional file  4: Table S2. The accuracies of GEBV for 
DAYS and STATUS obtained with BayesB using the five 
GS schemes are in Table  3. Schemes  1 and 3 had the 
highest prediction accuracies (0.69 to 0.72), followed by 
scheme 2 (0.67) (Fig. 4). Scheme 4 GEBV had moderate 
accuracies (0.53 to 0.61) that were substantially lower 
than those for schemes  1–3. Scheme  5 had the lowest 
accuracies (0.22 to 0.25) among the tested GS schemes. 
The accuracies of GEBV from scheme 5 were even lower 
than the classical pedigree-based BLUP model accuracies 
(0.34 to 0.36) (Tables 1, 2).
For DAYS, schemes 1 and 3 had the least biased GEBV 
(1.16 and 1.26) and scheme 5 had the most down-biased 
GEBV (3.33) (Table  3). For STATUS, scheme  1 had the 
least biased GEBV (1.01), schemes  2 to 5 had down-
biased GEBV (1.23 to 5.08), and scheme 5 had the most 
down-biased GEBV (5.08).
Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first report that demon-
strates that the accuracy of GEBV is higher than that of 
pedigree-based EBV using actual progeny performance 
data from a commercial finfish aquaculture species. In 
other fish species, the accuracy of GEBV predictions has 
been assessed only by cross-validation analysis using 
phenotypes of training animals [38, 39].
Table 2 Accuracy of genomic prediction for BCWD survival STATUS in rainbow trout
a The estimated breeding values (EBV) were estimated with a pedigree-based animal model (P-BLUP); and the genomic EBV (GEBV) were estimated with three 
genomic selection (GS) models: single-step GBLUP (ssGBLUP), weighted ssGBLUP (wssGBLUP) and Bayesian method BayesB. The wssGBLUP2 and wssGBLUP3 
corresponds to iteration 2 and 3, respectively
b For the GS models, h2 is the proportion of phenotypic variance explained by the markers. For the P-BLUP model, h2 is the trait narrow-sense heritability estimated 
from pedigree and phenotypic records. The heritability estimated on the underlying scale of liability was transformed to the observed scale of survival STATUS
c The predictive ability of EBV (PAEBV ) or GEBV (PAGEBV ) was defined as the correlation of mid-parent EBV or GEBV with MPP from each PTF: 
PAEBV = CORR(MPP, Midparent EBV); PAGEBV = CORR(MPP, Midparent GEBV)
d The bias of EBV (BiasEBV ) or GEBV (BiasGEBV ) was defined as the regression coefficient of performance MPP on predicted mid-parent EBV or GEBV: 
BiasEBV = REGRES(MPP, Midparent EBV); BiasGEBV = REGRES(MPP, Midparent GEBV). The predicted EBV and GEBV for STATUS estimated on the underlying scale of 
liability were transformed to the observed scale (probability of survival)
Modela Training sample Testing sample
Phenotyped fish Genotyped fish Effective SNPs h2b Genotyped fish Predictive abilityc Biasd
P-BLUP 7893 0 0 0.35 0 0.36 0.67
ssGBLUP 7893 1473 35,636 0.35 930 0.66 0.86
wssGBLUP2 7893 1473 35,623 0.35 930 0.70 0.68
wssGBLUP3 7893 1473 35,623 0.35 930 0.68 0.64
BayesB 1473 1473 35,636 0.25 930 0.71 1.01
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The accuracy of GEBV for DAYS and STATUS 
were similar when using the Bayesian method BayesB 
(PAGEBV = 0.71) and higher than those estimated with 
ssGBLUP and wssGBLUP (Tables  1, 2). However, the 
accuracies of GEBV for STATUS (PAGEBV = 0.66− 0.70) 
were slightly higher than those estimated for DAYS 
(PAGEBV = 0.63− 0.67) when using ssGBLUP and wss-
GBLUP methods, which may be due to (1) a better fit of 
the binary trait STATUS with a threshold model than the 
discrete data DAYS with a linear model, (2) our impre-
cise measure of DAYS for fish that survived the chal-
lenge (arbitrarily assigned 21  days of survival), and (3) 
the resulting slightly higher heritability of STATUS com-
pared to DAYS.
In this study, the accuracy of genomic predictions for 
BCWD resistance ranged from 0.63 to 0.72, which is sub-
stantially higher than accuracies of EBV estimated with 
the classical P- BLUP model (PAEBV = 0.34 − 0.36) and 
is also significantly higher than the 0.55 maximum real-
ized accuracy of EBV prediction using pedigree and phe-
notype data with a P-BLUP model given a heritability of 
0.30 for BCWD resistance [40].
Given the training sample size used here (n  =  1473) 
and the heritability of 0.30 for BCWD resistance, based 
on the deterministic expression of [41], genomic predic-
tions with an accuracy of 0.68 can be expected if BCWD 
resistance is controlled by more than 500 independent 
loci; which is close to the accuracy of GEBV for BCWD 
resistance phenotypes achieved here with BayesB. Thus, 
assuming that BCWD resistance is controlled by more 
than 500 independent loci (with few genes with a mod-
erate to large effect and many genes with a small effect) 
and given a heritability of 0.30, with training datasets 
of n = 3000 and n = 10,000 fish, we can expect to pre-
dict GEBV with an accuracy of about 0.80 and 0.93, 
respectively.
The accuracy of genomic prediction in dairy cat-
tle exceeded 0.8 for milk production traits and 0.7 for 
health-related traits using large reference populations 
that included progeny-tested bulls with highly accurate 
phenotypes based on average daughter performance 
[12, 42]. In this study, it was remarkable to have genomic 
Fig. 3 Relative increase in accuracy of GEBV from GS models over 
those estimated with pedigree-based BLUP model
Table 3 Accuracy of  genomic prediction for  BCWD resistance with  BayesB using progeny testing families in  five GS 
schemes
A sample of 193 testing fish (from total n = 930 testing fish) were inter-mated to develop 138 progeny testing families (PTF). After disease evaluation of progeny from 
the 138 PTF (n = 9968), we estimated the mean progeny phenotype (MPP) for each PTF
a In scheme1, there were two groups of training families: (1) A set of 25 families with 40 offspring each that contributed fish to the testing sample; and (2) A set of 25 
families with 20 offspring each that did not contribute fish to the testing sample
b Proportion of training fish that were full-sibs (FS) of testing fish: scheme 1 = 0.66 indicates that 66% of training fish were FS of testing fish; scheme 2 = 0.50 indicates 
that 50% of training fish were FS of testing fish; schemes 3 and 4 = 1.0 indicates that ALL training fish were FS of testing fish; and scheme 5 = 0.0 indicates that NONE 
of training fish were FS of testing fish (i.e., training and testing fish were sampled from different families)
c BayesB method uses a mixture parameter pi that specifies the proportion of loci with zero effect, and the analyses included 35,636 effective SNPs
d Number of SNPs that are sampled as having non-zero effect (1− pi) and fitted simultaneously in the multiple regression model
e Bacterial cold water disease (BCWD) resistance phenotypes: BCWD survival days (DAYS) and survival status (STATUS)
f Predictive ability of GEBV (PAGEBV ) was defined as the correlation of MPP with mid-parent GEBV from each PTF: PAGEBV = CORR(MPP, Midparent GEBV)
g Bias of GEBV (BiasGEBV ) was defined as the regression coefficient of performance MPP on predicted mid-parent GEBV: BiasGEBV = REGRES(MPP, Midparent GEBV). 
The predicted GEBV for STATUS estimated on the underlying scale of liability were transformed to the observed scale (probability of survival)
GS scheme Family Training size Training–testing relationshipb pic SNPsd DAYSe STATUSe
Number Size PAGEBVf BiasGEBVg PAGEBVf BiasGEBVg
1 50 20-40a 1473 0.66 0.97 1069 0.71 1.16 0.71 1.01
2 50 20 991 0.50 0.98 713 0.67 1.55 0.67 1.51
3 25 40 979 1.00 0.98 713 0.69 1.26 0.72 1.23
4 25 20 497 1.00 0.987 463 0.53 1.37 0.61 1.66
5 25 20 494 0.00 0.987 463 0.25 3.33 0.22 5.08
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evaluations with an accuracy of 0.71 using a relatively 
small training dataset (n = 1473) in comparison to those 
used in dairy cattle. We hypothesize that the relatively 
high accuracy achieved in the current study was due to 
the high relationship between the training and testing 
fish, the small effective population size of this farmed 
rainbow trout population, which leads to extensive link-
age disequilibrium (LD) and a substantially smaller 
number of effective chromosome segment effects to be 
estimated, hence better predictions and higher accuracies 
[43], and the high extent of long-range LD observed in 
admixed salmonid populations [38, 44]. This high extent 
of long-range LD is generated by the high level of admix-
ture in the population, which also reduces the short-
range LD in the population. Admixture of genetically 
divergent populations can result in significantly elevated 
LD over large genomic regions and for many generations 
[45–47]. Due to recombination, the decay of the admix-
ture-generated LD (ALD) among unlinked genes is rapid 
(within two to four generations), but the ALD between 
linked genes decays more slowly. For loci that are sepa-
rated by 1 cM, about 90 and 82% of the ALD will remain 
after 10 and 20 generations, respectively [48–50]. A simi-
lar phenomenon of high extent of long-range ALD that 
enabled efficient GS with relatively low marker density 
and a small training dataset (n = 1963) was reported in 
farmed salmonids [38].
The training and testing sample sizes used in this study 
were larger than the sample size that we used in a pre-
vious GS study [23], which resulted in a much better 
accuracy of the GEBV prediction in the current study. 
The number of fish in the training data and the number 
of progeny-tested FS families in the testing data might be 
close to optimal for this commercial population because 
we achieved a high genomic prediction accuracy of 0.72. 
Nonetheless, based on theoretical predictions, we can 
expect to further increase the accuracy of the genomic 
predictions by substantially increasing the training sam-
ple size to n = 3000 or even n = 10,000.
The heritability of the trait has a significant impact on 
the accuracy of the predicted GEBV [51]. The heritability 
estimated with the P-BLUP model and the proportion of 
phenotypic variance explained by the markers estimated 
with GS models for DAYS and STATUS in this commer-
cial population were close to the previously reported her-
itability for BCWD resistance in the NCCCWA breeding 
population [3, 23, 24].
Comparison of GS models
The differences in accuracy between the GS models that 
we tested here were small and all of them outperformed 
the classical P-BLUP model. For DAYS and STATUS, the 
GEBV obtained with BayesB had the highest accuracy 
(0.71), and the GEBV obtained with ssGBLUP had the low-
est accuracy of predictions (0.63 to 0.66). The wssGBLUP2 
model outperformed ssGBLUP by 0.04 units of accuracy 
for both BCWD phenotypes. The Bayesian method BayesB 
outperformed wssGBLUP2 marginally by 0.01 and 0.04 
units of accuracy for STATUS and DAYS, respectively.
For DAYS and STATUS, the GEBV obtained with ssGL-
BUP and BayesB were the least biased and had the small-
est departure from 1.0. In contrast, the GEBV obtained 
with wssGBLUP2 and wssGBLUP3 were the most biased 
and had the largest departure from 1.0. Regardless of the 
GS model used, DAYS had genomic predictions with a 
marginally lower bias than STATUS; a plausible expla-
nation for this outcome is that the estimated additive 
genetic variance for the binary trait STATUS is inflated 
when analyzed in the underlying scale of disease liability 
with a threshold model, and consequently the EBV and 
GEBV of STATUS have marginally higher bias than those 
of DAYS, which is analyzed with a linear animal model.
Previously, in a different rainbow trout population, we 
showed that BCWD resistance is controlled by oligogenic 
inheritance of a few QTL with a moderate to large effect 
and many genes/loci each with a small effect [4–6]. Thus, 
given this genetic architecture, variable selection mod-
els [9, 19, 30] that fit markers with mostly moderate to 
large effects can yield GEBV with higher accuracy than 
GS models that use pedigree and phenotype records with 
marker genotype data in a single-step GS BLUP analysis 
[20, 21, 32]. Thus, our finding that wssGBLUP2, which 
fits only SNPs with an effect different from zero and 
weighted by their genetic variance [22] to emulate Bayes-
ian variable selection models, predicts GEBV with higher 
accuracy than ssGBLUP and remarkably close to BayesB 
was largely expected.
Overall, our results are in agreement with previous 
reports on GS in livestock, which highlights that for quan-
titative traits of oligogenic inheritance that are controlled 
Fig. 4 Accuracy of GEBV for BCWD resistance estimated with BayesB 
in five GS schemes
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by a few genes/loci with a moderate to large effect and 
many loci with a small effect, variable selection models 
such as BayesB and its emulator wssGBLUP outperform 
GBLUP-based models [52–54]. Conversely, if the quan-
titative trait has polygenic inheritance and follows the 
infinitesimal model then the GBLUP-based models, which 
assume a normal distribution with equal variance for all 
SNP effects, performs as well as variable selection models. 
Thus, the model used for genomic prediction is important 
and the relative performance of the GS model depends on 
the genetic architecture that underlies the trait [43].
Comparison of GS study designs
The most interesting result from comparing the different 
GS sampling schemes was that the accuracy of scheme 3 
was similar to that of scheme  1, in spite of the smaller 
training data size of scheme  3 (n  =  979 vs. n  =  1473), 
which is likely due to the higher relationship between the 
training and testing fish in scheme  3 (1.0 vs. 0.66), and 
also because the average relationship among the fish in 
the training data was higher in scheme 3 than in scheme 1 
(Fig. 2; Table 3). These results validate the notion that if 
the main breeding objective is to obtain high accuracy 
GEBV only for selection candidates (not for the entire 
population), then we should design GS studies that ensure 
a high genetic relationship between the training and test-
ing fish, and also a high average relationship among the 
training fish [55, 56]. Likewise, the prediction accuracy of 
scheme 3 was better than that of scheme 2 (0.69 to 0.72 vs. 
0.67) because of the following two design characteristics: 
(1) a higher relationship between training and testing fish 
in scheme 3 than in scheme 2 (1.0 vs. 0.5); and (2) a higher 
average relationship among training fish in scheme 3 than 
in scheme 2 due to the larger family size of scheme 3.
The substantial superiority of scheme 3 over scheme 4 
on accuracy of predictions (0.69 to 0.72 vs. 0.53 to 0.61), 
in spite of the same level of relationships between the 
training and testing fish in those two schemes, was due 
to the overall larger sample size and larger family size in 
scheme  3. Scheme  5 had genomic predictions with the 
lowest accuracy (0.22 to 0.25) because the relationship 
between training and testing fish was the lowest and the 
overall sample size was the lowest of the five GS training 
fish sampling schemes.
These results have important implications on the 
design of effective GS studies in finfish aquaculture using 
similar SNP array densities for genotyping, because they 
highlight the following: (1) the importance of a high rela-
tionship between training and testing fish for genomic 
prediction, i.e. the accuracy of predictions will drasti-
cally drop if the training and testing fish are sampled 
from different families within a population; and (2) the 
accuracy of GEBV from GS across populations will be 
relatively low, i.e. training sample from one population 
and testing from another. These results also suggest that 
the prediction model has to be retrained at each genera-
tion to maintain the accuracy of genomic predictions at 
a constant desired level across generations [57, 58].
Additional remarks
In comparison to dairy cattle and other livestock spe-
cies, one of the main challenges of implementing GS in 
Fig. 5 Scheme of genomic selection for BCWD resistance in rainbow trout aquaculture
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traditional family-based breeding programs with salmo-
nid species is the large number of selection candidates 
and the limited value of the individual candidates com-
pared to the genotyping cost. Nevertheless, the classical 
sib-testing scheme used in disease resistance breeding 
programs with salmonids can be redesigned to capital-
ize on the ability of GS to increase the accuracy of breed-
ing value prediction and rate of genetic progress. To this 
end, for implementing GS for BCWD resistance in sib-
selection schemes in the rainbow trout industry, we sug-
gest combining a first step of sib-testing disease challenge 
evaluations to pre-select families for disease resistance, 
as suggested elsewhere [59–61], with a second step of 
selective genotyping individuals from the disease resist-
ance pre-selected families to reduce genotyping costs 
(Fig.  5). In this GS scheme, the disease phenotype and 
marker genotype records from the pre-selected families 
can be used to train the prediction model; and then in a 
third step to predict GEBV for each genotyped selection 
candidate from families that were pre-selected at the first 
step. This strategy will incorporate genomic information 
into traditional family-based selective breeding programs 
and cost-effectively exploit within-family genetic varia-
tion to maximize the accuracy of genomic evaluations.
The unique features of genomic information, such as 
increasing the accuracy of breeding value prediction 
and response to selection while not increasing, or even 
decreasing, rates of inbreeding, are one of the main 
advantages of GS in livestock species. The ability of GS 
to reduce rates of inbreeding was reported for poultry 
[62] and a much larger reduction in rate of inbreeding 
was reported in aquaculture breeding programs due to 
sib-testing for both sexes [59]. The main reason for the 
reduction of rates of inbreeding with GS is that genomic 
data provide information on the Mendelian sampling 
terms, which reduces the emphasis placed on fam-
ily selection and consequently reduces the correlations 
of EBV among family members and probabilities of co-
selection of relatives [15]. Furthermore, since the Bulmer 
effect reduces between-family variation in the popula-
tion, the ability to use within-family genetic variation is 
even more important over multiple generations of selec-
tion. Thus, because classical sib-selection with salmonid 
species does not exploit within-family variation, the rela-
tive advantage of GS is expected to increase if selective 
breeding is applied over multiple generations [61].
A major challenge for implementing GS in applied 
aquaculture breeding programs is assembling the large 
training population that is required to accurately esti-
mate SNP effects. In this study, the number of training 
fish was still rather limited. Regardless, we have found 
that genomic predictions for BCWD resistance can be 
obtained with a high accuracy in the tested rainbow trout 
commercial breeding population by using a relatively 
small training sample size of n = 1000 and the accuracy 
was substantially better than the traditional P-BLUP EBV 
with a training sample size of only n = 500.
Conclusions
So far, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first 
study that assesses the accuracy of genomic predic-
tions for BCWD resistance using progeny performance 
data and empirically tests the potential of GS to exploit 
within-family genetic variation in sib-selection breeding 
schemes in the rainbow trout industry. In this study, we 
have shown that (1) the accuracy of genomic predictions 
is substantially higher than those from a classical P-BLUP 
model; (2) high and near-optimal accuracy of genomic 
predictions for BCWD resistance can be obtained in the 
rainbow trout commercial population that was evaluated 
in this study using a relatively small training sample size 
of n = 1000; and (3) the accuracy of GEBV estimated with 
BayesB is higher than those from wssGBLUP3 and ssG-
BLUP, followed by the accuracy of wssGBLUP2. Finally, 
this study provides guidelines for the implementation of 
GS in the rainbow trout industry.
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Additional file 1: Table S1. Mean progeny phenotype (MPP) and predic-
tions for BCWD resistance estimated with pedigree-based BLUP (P-BLUP) 
and genomic selection (GS) models in progeny testing families (PTF) of 
rainbow trout. The data provided represent the mean progeny phenotype 
(MPP) and predictions (EBV and GEBV) for BCWD resistance (DAYS and 
STATUS) using pedigree-based BLUP (P-BLUP) and genomic selection (GS) 
models (ssGBLUP, wssGBLUP and BayesB) in progeny testing families (PTF) 
of rainbow trout. The EBV and GEBV for the binary trait STATUS estimated 
on the underlying scale of liability using a threshold animal model are 
shown as transformed to the observed scale of probability of survival 
using a standard normal cumulative distribution function (CDF).
Additional file 2: Figure S1. Correlation between mean progeny 
phenotype (MPP) and mid-parent EBV or GEBV for BCWD survival DAYS 
from progeny testing families (PTF). This figure represents the correla-
tion between mean progeny phenotype (MPP) and mid-parent EBV or 
GEBV for BCWD survival DAYS from 138 progeny testing families (PTF) of 
rainbow trout.
Additional file 3: Figure S2. Correlation between mean progeny 
phenotype (MPP) and mid-parent EBV or GEBV for BCWD survival STATUS 
from progeny testing families (PTF). This figure represents the correlation 
between mean progeny phenotype (MPP) and mid-parent EBV or GEBV 
for BCWD survival STATUS from 138 progeny testing families (PTF) of 
rainbow trout.
Additional file 4: Table S2. Mean progeny phenotype (MPP) and 
genomic predictions for BCWD resistance estimated with BayesB method 
using five genomic selection (GS) schemes in progeny testing families 
(PTF) of rainbow trout. The data provided represent the mean progeny 
phenotype (MPP) and genomic predictions (GEBV) for BCWD resistance 
(DAYS and STATUS) estimated with BayesB method using five genomic 
selection (GS) schemes in progeny testing families (PTF) of rainbow trout. 
The GEBV for the binary trait STATUS estimated on the underlying scale of 
liability using a threshold animal model are shown as transformed to the 
observed scale of probability of survival using a standard normal cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF).
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